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ABSTRACT
A technique is presented for constructing cyclic
codes that retain many of the combinatorial properties
of finite-geometry codes, but are often superior to
geometry codes. It is shown that L-step orthogonaliza-
tion is applicable to certain subclasses of these codes.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The use of finite geometries in the construction
of cyclic error-correcting codes first appeared in the
unpublished work of prange(l,2) , who used the projective
planes of orders 4 and 8 to construct and analyze the
(21,11) and (73,45) codes respectively. The general
classes of projective-geometrv and Euclidean-geometry
codes were introduced bv Rudolph(3,4). Independentlv,
Weldon (5) introduced difference-set codes, a subclass
of the projective-geometry codes. The theory of finite-
geometry codes and some generalizations of finite-
geometry codes have been further developed by a number
f h (6-19) · hi · to researc ers . Our purpose 1n t lS paper 15 0
present a new generalization of finite Euclidean-geometry
and projective-geometry codes.
In Section 2, we introduce the concept of a generalized
Euclidean geometry and define a new class of associated
codes. Majority-logic decoding for two subclasses of
generalized Euclidean-geometrv codes is considered. In
Section 3, generalized projective geometries are introduced
and the associated codes are similarly analvzed. The
results are discussed in Section 4.
1
SECTION 2
GENERALIZED EUCLIDEAN-GEOMETRY CODES
2.1 Generalized Euclidean geometries
In order to construct a generalized Euclidean
geometry, it is first necessary to generalize the concept
of "flat". The points of the generalized Euclidean
geometry GEG(m,p) over GF(p) will be taken to be the
elements of GF(pm). Thus the points of GEG(m,p) coincide
with the points of EG(m,p). The generalized flats of
GEG(m,p), which we call "plates", do not in qeneral coincide
with the flats of EG(m,p), however. ~n order to define a
plate, it is first necessary to introduce a generalized
definition of linear independence.
Let SI, .•. ,8k be sets of elements from
GF(pm} and
let a be a primitive element of GF(pm). ~"1e will say
that the points ex
e 1 e k GEG(m,p) linearly, .•• ,a of are
independent over the sets SI' •.. 'Sk if and only if there
is no set of k elements a1, ... ,ak , not all zero with
a. £ S. for i = l, ... ,k, such that
J. 1
Let the positive integer n. be a proper divisor of
J
pm _ 1. Corresponding to each n. is a proper multiplicative
J
2
msubgroup of the multiplicative group of GF(p). Denote by
S. the set of elements of GF(prn)
J
mp -1
n.
S. = { 0, 1, ex J ,a
J
mp -12--n.
J , ••• , ex
m 1
(n.-l)~
J n.
J }.
Define Nk to be the k-tup1e Nk = (n1, •.• ,nk ), where the
positive integers n. are a set of k proper divisors of
J
pm _ 1 with n. < n. for i > j and n. = -l(mod p) for
~ - J J
j = l, .•. ,k. We now define a (k,Nk)-plate in GEG(m,p)
to be the set of points
+••• + S, E S.,
J J
e 1 e kwherea , ... ,~ are fixed points in GEG(m,p) that are
linearly independent over Sl' ..• 'Sk and Sj ranges over
all possible values in S., 1 < j < k. A (O,NO)--plate
J - -
is a point of GEG(m,p). As in the case of flats of
ordinary Euclidean geometries (20) , we may represent a
plate by a polynomial over GF(p). The term "plate"
will be used to denote both the point set and the
associated polynomial.
sIn the special case when n. = p - 1 for j = l, .•. ,k,
J
where s is a divisor of ro, a (k,Nk)-plate is a k-flat in
s.
EG(~, pS). We remark here that if n. = p J - 1, where s.
S J )
3
N-l,O!I ih
L a
i=O
is a divisor of m for j = l, ••• ,k, the (k,Nk)-plate is
what Lin and weldon(lS) have called a "frame" in EG(m,p).
2.2 GEG codes
The (r,Nr+l)th-order generalized Euclidean-geometry
(GEG) code of length n = pm - 1 with svmbols from GF(p)
is defined to be the largest CYclic code whose dual code
contains all the (r+l,Nr+1)-plates in GEG(rn,p) that do
not pass through the origin.
In order to determine the dimension of a GEG code, it
is necessary to specify the roots of its parity check
polynomial h(x). In order to do this, we require two
technical lemmas and a generalization of the concept of
s-weight(20) which we call a "p-cover".
Lenuna 1: Let B E: GF(pm) be a primitive Nth root of
unity with N = -1 (rnod p). Then
= {N if 0~ h= kN
o otherwise
where 6
00
denotes the zero element of GF(pm).
(Proof) First suppose h ~ O. Then
=
4
Since aNh - 1 = 0 for any h,
N-l,co
r Bih =
i=O
in which case h = kN. But then
ho unless a = 1,
N-r,OO
B
ih =
i=O
Now suppose h = o•
(0)0 = 1. But N +
N~lBkNi
L = N.
i=O
N-*,llOa ih . ( co) 0
Then ~ ~ = N + 1 S1nce B =
i=O N-*,ooa ih1 = O(mod p) I so that L ~ = o.
i=O
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2:
where 0 < M. < P and 0 < K. < p.
- 1 1
Then
O(mod p)
if and only if M, > K, for all i.
1 - J.
(Proof) See Peterson and Weldon, Chapter 10(20).
We now introduce the concept of a p-cover. A
nonnegative integer t is said to be a p-cover of Nk =
(nl/ ..• ,nk ) if and only if there exists a set of integers
b O' b l , ••• , bk satisfying the following conditions:
(i)
(ii)
t = b O + bInI + .•• + bknk where b O ~ 0 and
b. > 0 for i = l, ... ,k.
1 k
t, > l k., for i = 0, 1 , ••• ,I, where t, and
J. '-I 1.) 1.
J- th
k" are the i p-ary digits in the radix-p
1)
expansions of t and b.n. respectively, i.e.
J )
5
I
t = to + tIP +••• + tIP, 0 < t i < P
I
bjn j = k Oj + k1jP +••• + k 1j P , 0 < k i { p.
For example, let p = 2, m = 6 and N2 = (7,3). Then
t = 31 = 011111 = 011000 + 000111 is a 2-cover of
N2 but t = 27 = 011011 is not. In the special case
when n. = pS - 1 for i = l, .•• ,k, t is a p-cover of
l.
Nk if and only if W (t) > k, where W (t) denotes the5 - 5
s-weight of t.
Theorem 1: mLet a be a primitive element of GF(p ).
Then at, 0 < t < pm_l is a root of h(x), the parity
thcheck polynomial of the (r,Nr +1 ) -order GEG code,
provided that t is not a p-cover of N r +1 = (n1, ... ,nr +1 ).
(Proof) Let f(x) be the polynomial associated with an
(r+l,Nr +1 )-plate in GEG(m,p). Then
= L
S· £s·
J J
L
h
where h = (ho,h1, •.. ,hr +1 ) and the sum is taken over
all h such that
6
where h. > 0 for i = O,l, ..• ,r+l. Reversing the order of
1 -
summation and applying Lemma 1, we see that fCat) = 0
unless 0 ~ h. = b.n. for j = l, ••• ,r+l. Hence
J J J
r+l t!
j~l n j ~ hOI (bInI)!··· (br+lnr +l )!
The multinomial coefficient in the above expression can be
written as
t
b.n.
1. 1
r
L
i=l
Let
and
m-l
t = to + t IP + ••• + t IP , 0 < t. < Pm- - 1
m-l
bjn j = k Oj + kljp + ••• + tCm-l)jP , 0 ~ kij < P
Then the C~+l)th
Let 4> , 1 < 4> < r, be such that t. > !- - 1. - j=l4>+1
and t e < L k ej for some e I 0 < e < m.j=l
i O,l, ••• ,m-I, the
.th coefficient of= ~
ep cP
t - l b.n. is equal to t. - l k ..•
j=l J J 1. j=l 1)
be the radix-p expansions of t and b.n .• Assume that t
J J
is not a p-cover of Nr +1 = (n1, .•• ,nr +I ). Then there existsr+l
at least one i, 0 ~ i < m, such that t i < l k.".j=l ~J
k.. for i = 1, .•• ,m-l
1)
ep
Since t. > L k .. for
1. - j=l 1)
the radix-p form of
factor of the multinomial coefficient is
7
k.n.
J Jt - !j=l
k¢+ln¢+l
~
- .L k e · < ke(~+l) and applying Lemma 2,J=l J ~Noting that t
we see that
(t
~
L
\
j=l
- o (mod p)
k¢+ln¢+l
in which case t is a root of f(x).a Q.E.D.
In the general case it is not necessarily true that
the intersection of two plates is a plate. This means that
in general we cannot determine d
ML
, the minimum distance
guaranteed by L-step orthogonalization. However, in some
special cases dML can be determined as will be seen in
the next section.
2.3 Examples of GEG codes
In this section we consider two classes of GEG codes
to which L-step orthogonalization applies. The first class,
which we call regular GEG codes, contains the classical
EG codes and the two-fold EG codes of Lin and Weldon(lS)
as proper subclasses. The second class we consider is
the class of (O,N)th-order GEG codes. This class contains
the (O,s)th-order EG codes as a proper subclass.
8
2.3 Regular GEG codes
s.
In the special case when n. = p J - 1 for j = 1, ••• ,r+l
J
and n j +1 divides n j for j = l, ••• ,r, an (r+l,Nr+1)-plate in
GEG(m,p) is called a regular plate. We define a regular
th m(r,Nr +1 ) -order GEG code of length n = p - 1 to be the
largest cyclic code whose dual code contains all the
regular (r+l,Nr +1 )-plates in GEG(m,p) that do not pass
We note that since sr+l divides Sj'
dimension e. = s./s +1 over
J ] r
Thus a regular (r+l,Nr +1 )-plate
5
in GEG(m,p) is a (61+62+ .•• +6r +I)-flat in EG(m/sr+l,p r+l),
thwhich means that the regular (r,Nr +1 ) -order GEG code is
r th
a supercode of the ( I 8.,s +1) -order EG code.
· 1 1 r1=
through the origin.
s.
GF(p J) is a vector space of
s
GF{p r+l) for j = l, ..• ,r.
We now derive an expression for dML , the minimum
distance guaranteed bv L-step orthogonalization, for
regular GEG codes. We have pointed out that a regular
s
(r+I,Nr+1)-plate is a (6 1+••• +6r +I)-flat in EG(m/sr+l,p r+l).
Further, a regular (r,N )-plate is a <8 1+••• +8 )-flat inr r
sr+l
EG{m/sr+1,p ). Hence the number of regular (r+I,Nr+I)-plates
orthogonal on a given regular (r,N )-plate is equal to
r
the number of (6 1+... +e r +l)-flats orthogonal on a (6 1+••• +S r )-
flat. This number is(20)
9
- 1.
s.
Now since s divides s., GF(p J) is a vec~or space of
r J
sr
dimension ¢. = s./s over GF(p ) for j = l, ... ,r-l. Thus
J J r
a regular (r,Nr)-plate is a (¢1+ ... +¢r_l+1)-flat in
s
rEG(m/sr,p ). It follows that there are
m-(sl+···+Sr_l}
J = P - 1 - 1
r s
p r _ 1
regular (r,Nr)-plates orthogonal on a regular (r-l,Nr_1)-plate.
In general, there are
m-(sl+·· .+sk-l)
J
k
= P - 1 - 1
sk
p - 1
regular (k,Nk)-plates orthogonal on a regular (k-l,Nk _1 )-plate
for k = l, ... ,r+l.
To show that dML = J r +1 + 1, it is sufficient to
verify that J k ~ J k+1 for k = l, ... ,r. Assume, to the
contrary, that J k < J k+1 for some 1 < k < r. Then
m-(sl+···+Sk_l) m-(sl+···+Sk)
p - 1 < p - 1
Sk+l
P - 1
or
(p
Sk+l_
2
) pm-(Sl+···+Sk_l)+ pm-(Sl+···+Sk)+ pSk+l(pSk-Sk+l_l) < O.
10
But P ~ 2, sk+l ~ 1 and sk ~ Sk+l- Hence the left-hand
side cannot be negative, which is a contradiction. We
have thus proved
thTheorem 2: The regular (r,Nr + l ) -order GEG code of length
n = pm - 1 can be (r+l}-step majority decoded provided
t
ML
= [(d
ML
~ 1) /2] or fe,.,er errors occurred, where
and [xl denotes the integer part of x.
th sThe regular (r,Nr +l ) -order GEG codes for which n j = 2 - 1
thfor j = l, ... ,r+l are the classical (r,s) -order EG codes.
sWhen n
r
+
l
= 1, n j = 2 - 1 for j = 1, ••• ,r and p = 2, the regular
(r,Nr+l)th-order GEG code is a two-fold EG code. We now
give some examples of regular GEG codes.
thExample 1: The regular (1,N
2
) -order GEG code of length
n = 2 6 - 1 with N2 = (3,1) is a binary (63,24) code with
t ML = 7. This code, which was also found by Lin and Weldon (15) ,
is a BCH code and is orthogonalizable in two steps.
tnExample 2: The regular (2,N
3
) -order GEG code of length
n = 212 - 1 with N3 = (15,1,1) is a binary (4095,2000)
code with t
ML
= 63. The corresponding (5,1)th-order EG code
(5th order RM code) with t ML = 63 is a binary (4095,1586)
code. The GEG code is orthogonalizable in three steps, the
EG code in two(21). (The complexity of a conventional
11
2.3.2
3-step majority decoder is much greater than that of a
conventional 2-step majority deocder for the same nand
t
ML
• However, if sequential code reduction(22) is used
instead of conventional majority decoding, decoder complexity
in both cases is greatly reduced and the difference in
complexity between 2-step and 3-step decoding is small).
thExample 3: The regular (1,N2 ) -order GEG code of length
n = 216 - 1 with N2 = (15,3) is a binary (65535,15715)
code with t ML = 682. The corresponding (2,2)th-order
EG code with t ML = 682 is a binary (65535,12273) code.
Both codes can be orthogonalized in two steps.
A table of all binary regular GEG codes of length
n = 214 - 1 or less is given in the Appendix.
th(O,Nl ) -order GEG codes
thThe dual of the (D,Nl ) -order GEG code contains all
the (1,N1)-plates in GEG(m,p) that do not pass through
the origin) where N1 = (n1 ). Consider two (1,N1 )-plates
f and r consisting of the points
a j
e e 1f: 0 + Sla 81 51= a E
-
f: a j
eO
+ Sla
e 1
Sl 8 1 .= a £
12
-eO e1If a + ~ does not belong to f, then f and f clearly
eO e 1 eOintersect in a We note that for each a ~ Sla ,
Sl E SI' we have a (1,N1)-plate in GEG(p,m) that passes
eO
through a and does not pass through the origin. There
e
are n l points in a (I,NI)-plate passing through a 0 that do
not belong to any other (1,N1)-plate that also passes
eO
through a Since the total number of points in
e
GEG(p,m), excluding a 0, contained in all (I,NI)-plates
eO rn
passing through a but not the origin is p - (n l + 1),e
the number of (I,N1)-plates orthogonal on a 0 is
m
J = P - (nl + 1)
n1
Thus we have proved
=
m
p - 1 _ 1.
n!
Theorem 3:
th mThe (O,N1 ) -order GEG code of length n = p - 1
d~
is one-step majority decodable provided that t
ML
= [(dML - 1)/2]
or fewer errors occurred, where
= pm _ I
n1
The (O,NI)th-order GEG codes for which n l = pS - I
are the classical (O,s)th-order EG codes. We now give an
th
example of a (O,N!) -order GEG code.
Example 4: thThe (O/N I ) -order GEG code of length n
with N
1
= (23) is a binarY (2047,573) code with t ML = 44.
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SECTION 3
GNEERALIZED PROJECTIVE-GEOMETRY CODES
3.1 Generalized projective geometries
Let a be a primitive element of GF(pm) and nO a
proper divisor of pm - 1 such that nO = -l(mod pl.
th
The sets of nO roots of unity form a proper subgroup,
G, of the multiplicative group of GF(pm). The points of
the generalized projective geometry GPG(m,nO'p) over
GF(p) will be taken to be the cosets with respect to G
min the multiplicative group of GF(p ). The coset
jl Jn O ·{a , ••• ,a } will be denoted bv (a J ) where j =
min(jl, ••. ,jn). Note that under this index convention
o 0 1 n-l
the cosets are (a ),(a ) , •.. ,(a ), where n = (pm - l)/nO'
Let Nk = (n1, ... ,nk ) where the positive integers
m
n. are a set of k proper divisors of p - 1, with
J
}
m 1
(n.-l)L:-
] n.
J
••• ,a.
no
J
ICt
rn
p -1
5. = {O/l/a
J
n i < n j for i > j, n j = 6 j n O' and n j = -l(mod p) for
j = l/ ••• ,k. Denote by S. the set of elements
J
pm_1
2--n.
J
for j = O,l/ ••• ,k. We define a (k/Nk)-plate in GPG(m,nO'p)
to be the set of points
14
· eO e k
(aJ ) = (BOa +•.• + Bka ), Bi £ Si and Bi not all 0,
eO e kwhere a , ... ,~ are a fixed set of k+l points of GEG(m,p)
that are linearlv independent over the sets SO, ... ,5k , and
B. ranges over all possible values in S. except that not all
J J
S. are simultaneously zero. We adopt the convention that a
~
(O,NO)-plate in GPG(m,nO'p) denotes a point in GPG(m,nO'p).
As in the case of flats in an ordinary finite projective
geometry (20) , we may represent a plate in GPG(m,nO'p) by a
polynomial of degree less than n.
In the special case where n.
J
5= p - 1 for j = O,l, ..•k, a
(k,Nk)-plate in GPG(m,no'p) is a k-flat in PG«m-s)/s,ps).
3.2 GPG codes
thThe (r,N) -order generalized projective-geometry
r
(GPG) code of length n = (pm - l)/nO with svmbols from
GF(p) is defined to be the largest cvclic code whose dual
code contains all the (r,Nr)-plates in GPG(m,nO'p).
The roots of the parity check polynomial h{x) of a
GPG code are specified by the following
Theorem 4: Let a be a primitive element of GF(pm). Then
tnoa ,1 < t < n, is a root of h(x), the parity check
polynomial of the (r,N )th-order GPG code, provided that
r
tno is not a p-cover of Nr +1 = (n1, ... ,nr,nr +l ), where
Nr = (n1 ,n 2 ,···,nr ) and n r +1 = nO·
15
(Proof) Let f(x) be the polynomial associated with the
f:
eo e r= (BO~ + ..•+ Br~ ), B· E s· and B· not all 0,
111.
in GPG(m,nO'p) and let f(x) be the polynomial associated
with the corresponding (r+l,Nr+1)-plate
f:
Thus
co
+ x
in GEG(m,p). Now note that if (a j ) £ f, then {aj,a j +n , .•• ,
j+(nO-l)n _
a } £ f since nO divides n j for j = l, ... ,r.
(nO-l)n
f(x) = (f(x»)(l + xn +•.• + x )
00 •
where x 1S the polynomial associated with the origin in
GEG(m,p). Now suppose that tno' 1 < t < n, is not a
p-cover of Nr +1 = (n1, ... ,nr,nr +1 ) where n r +1 = nO. Then
by an argument analogous to that used in the proof of
- tn o tn oTheorem 1, f(~ ) = O. But then f(a ) = 0 since
tnon tn O(no-l)n tn o 00
1 + ~ + ••• + a = nO = -1 (mod p) and (a ) = 0
for 1 < t < n.
Q.E.D.
As was the case for generalized Euclidean geometries,
the intersection of two plates in a generalized projective
geometry is not necessarily a plate, so that we cannot in
general calculate d
ML
for GPG codes. There is a special
case, however, for which d
ML
can be determined.
16
3.3 Examples of GPG codes
In the section we will consider two classes of GPG
codes. L-step orthogonalization is applicable to all codes
in the first class, which we call the class of regular
GPG codes, but not to all codes in the second class, which
we call the class of uniform GPG codes. The classical
PG codes are a proper subclass of both regular and uniform
GPG codes.
3.3.1 Regular GPG codes
s.
In the special case where n. = p J - 1 for j = O,l, .•• r
J
and n j +1 divides n j for j = l, •.. ,r-l,an (r,Nr)-plate in
GPG(m,nO'p) is called a regular plate. We define a
regular (r,Nr)th-order GPG code of length n = (pm - l)/n
O
to be the largest cyclic code whose dual code contains
e)-flat inr
that a regular (r,N )th_
r
r th
order GPG code is a supercode of the ( L 8. ,SO) -order
· 1 11=
all the regular (r,Nr)-plates in GPG(m,nO'p). We note
s.
that since So divides Sj' GF(p J} is a vector space of
dimension 6. = s./sO for j = l, .•• /r. Thus a regular
J J
(r,Nr)-plate in GPG(m,nO'p) is a (6 1 + .•• +So
PG«m-sO)/sO'p ), which means
PG code.
We now derive an expression for d
ML
for the regular
GPG codes. Let
17
=
*N
r
=
*N .
r-J
=
=
*If f1, ... ,fu are regular (r-j+l,Nr_j+l)-plates orthogonal
* -on a regular (r-j,N ,)-plate f in GEG(m,p), then the
r-J
corresponding (r-j,N ,)-plates fl, ... ,fu are orthogonalr-J
on the corresponding (r-j-l,N . I)-plate f in GPG(m,nO'p).r-J-
So the number of (r-j,N .)-plates orthogonal on a
r-J
(r-j-l,N . I)-plate in GPG(m,nO'p) can be determined byr-J-
*finding the number, J .+1' of corresponding (r-j+l,
r-J
*N "+l)-plates orthogonal onr-J
plate in GEG(m,p). Since So
*the corresponding (r-j,N .)-
r-J
divides s. for j = l, •.• ,r,
J
*the (r-j+l, N '+l)-plates are subsets of the regular
r-J- -
(r-j+l,Nr_j+l)-plates in GEG{m,p) where Nr - j +l =
*enl, · . • ,n .,n , ), and the (r-j,N . ) -plate is a subsetr-J r-J r-J -
of the regular (r-j,N ,)-plate. Noting that the
r-J
(r-j+l,N "+l)-plates and the (r-j,N .)-plate pass throughr-J r-J
the origin in GEG(m,p), we see that the number, J .+1'r-J
of (r-j+l,N '+l)-plates orthogonal on a (r-j,N I)-plate
r-J r-J
is, from Section 3.2,
18
== J · 1 + 1r-J+
m- (5
1
+ ••• +5 .)
r-J= p~ l
s .
r-Jp - 1
*J . 1 is thus a lower bound on J "l for j = O,l, ..• ,r-l.r-J+ r-J+
It is not true in general that J "+1 < J "' so d MLr-J r-J
is determined not by J r +l , as in the case of regular GEG
-
codes, but rather by the minimum of the J "+1. Thus wer-J
have proved
thTheorem 5: The regular (r,N) -order GPG code of length
r
mn = (p - l)/n
O
can be r-step majority decoded provided
that t ML = [(dML - 1)/2] or fewer errors occurred, where
d ML = m~n {Jr -'+l + I}.
O~J<r J
The regular (r,N )th-order codes for which n, =
r J
2 s - 1 for j = O,l, •.• ,r are the classical (r,s)th-order
PG codes. In this case d ML = J r +1 + 1. We now give two
examples of regular GPG codes.
Example 5: The regular th GPG code of length(2,N
2
) -order
n = (216 - 1)/3 with nO = 3 and N2 = (15,3) is a binary
(21845,8908) code with t ML = 136. The corresponding PG
code is the (3,2)th-order (21845,8536) code with t
ML
= 170.
Both codes can be majority decoded in two steps (21) .
thExample 6: The regular (3,N 3 ) -order GPG code of length
n = (220 - 1)/3 with nO = 3 and N3 = (15,3,3) is a binary
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(349525,145859) code with t ML = 682. The corresponding
PG code with t
ML
= 682 is the (4,2)th-order (349525,145055)
code. The GPG code can be majority decoded in three steps,
the PG code in two.
A table of all binary regular (r,Nr)th-order GPG codes
of length n = 21845 or less for which d ML = J r +1 + 1
and nO = nr ~ 1 is given in the Appendix.
3.3.2 Uniform GPG codes
In the special case where n j = nO for j = l, ... ,r,
an (r,Nr)-plate in GPG(m,nO'p) is called a uniform plate.
We define a uniform (r,N )th-order GPG code to be the
r
mlargest cyclic code of length n = (p - l)/nO whose dual
code contains all the uniform (r,Nr)-plates in GPG(m,nO'p).
If nO = pS - 1, the uniform (r,Nr)th-order GPG code is
the (r,s)th-order PG code.
sIf nO is not of the form p - 1, two uniform plates
do not necessarily intersect in a uniform plate. Thus we
cannot in general give a closed form expression for the
number of errors that can be corrected bv L-step orthogonal-
ization. In fact, it appears that this subclass of uniform
GPG codes is better suited for majority decoding using
nonorthogonal parity checks, as illustrated by the following
example.
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Example 7: The uniform (l,Nl)th-order GPG code of length
8n = (2 - 1)/5 with nO = n 1 = 5 is a binary (51,16) code
with minimum distance d = 16(23). Using 49 nonorthogonal
(1,N1)-plates in GPG(8,S,2), it is possible to correct
up to six errors(24) by one-step weighted-majoritv
(25) (26) ·decoding . The BCH bound for this code 15 d BCH = 12,
so that five or fewer errors could be corrected using
Berlekamp's iterative algorithm(23). This code could be
decoded up to seven errors either by one-step weighted-
majority decoding with a sufficiently large number of
nonorthogonal parity checks, or by an extended BCH
decoding algorithm(27). However, we conjecture that the
increase in decoding complexity in either case would be
substantial.
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SECTION 4
DISCUSSION
We have presented a new technique for constructing
cyclic codes that retain many of the combinatorial
properties of finite-geometry codes, but which are in
many cases superior to these codes. We have been able to
show that L-step orthogonalization is applicable to some
of these new codes. For others, weighted-majority decod-
ing using nonorthogonal parity checks is more appropriate.
Because of their rich subcode structure, generalized
finite-geometry codes are particularly well suited for
decoding by sequential code reduction. This makes
generalized finite-geometry codes attractive for use
in practical error-control systems where very long codes
are required.
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APPENDIX
th
Table I gives all binary regular (r,Nr +1 ) -order
mGEG codes of length n = 2 - 1 for m = 3, ... ,14. The
remarks in Table I are encoded as follows:
A EG Code
B Cyclic RM Code
C BCH Code
D Two-fold E~ Code
E Same k and t ML as the corresponding EG Code
F Greater k and same t ML as the corresponding EG Code
Table II gives all binary regular (r,N )th-order GPG
r
codes of length n = (2m - l)/n
O
for which n r = nO and d ML =
J r +1 + 1 for m = 6, ..• ,16,and all possible values ofSo
1 ~ 1. The remarks in Table II encodedn = 2 - are as0
follows:
A PG Code
B Same k and t
ML
as the corresponding PG code
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TABLE I
m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
3 0 (1) (7 ,1,3) A,B
3 1 (1,1) (7 ,4 ,1) A,B
4 0 (1) (15,1,7) A,B
4 0 (3) (15,7,2) A
4 1 (1,1) (15,5,3) A,B
4 1 (3,1) (15,11,1) D,E
4 2 (1,1,1) (15,11,1) A,B
5 0 (1) (31,1,15) A,B
5 1 (1,1) (31,6,7) A,B
5 2 (1,1,1) (31,16,3) A,B
5 3 (1,1,1,1) (31,26,1) A,B
6 0 (1 ) (63,1,31) A,B
6 0 (3) (63,13,10) A
6 0 (7 ) (63,36,4) A
6 1 (1,1) (63,7,15) A,B
6 1 (3,1) (63,24,7) C,D,F
6 1 (7 ,1) (63,45,3) C,D,F
6 1 (3,3) (63,48,2) A
6 2 (1,1,1) (63,22,7) A,B
6 2 (3,1,1) (63,42,3) E
6 2 (3,3,1) (63,57,1) E
6 2 (7 ,1,1) (63,57,1) E
6 3 (1,1,1,1) (63,42,3) A,B
6 3 (3,1,1,1) (63,57,1) E
6 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (63,57,1) A,B
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m r Nr +l (n,k,tML ) Remarks
7 0 (1) (127,1,63) A,B
7 1 (1 ,1) (127,8,31~ A,B
7 2 (1,1,1) (127,29,15) A,B
7 3 (1,1,1,1) (127,64,7) A,B
7 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (127,99,3) A,B
7 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (127,120,1) A,B
8 0 (1) (255,1,127) A,B
8 0 (3 ) (255,21,42) A
8 0 (15 ) (255,175,8) A
8 1 (l,l) (255,9,63) A,B
8 1 (3,1) (255,45,31) D,P
8 1 (15,1) (255,191,7) D,P
8 1 (3 ,3) (255,127,10) A
8 1 (15,3) (255,231,2) E
8 2 (1,1,1) (255,37,31) A,B
8 2 (3,1,1) (255,95,15) F
8 2 (15,1,1) (255,223,3) F
8 2 (3,3,1) (255,171,7) D,F
8 2 (15,3,1) (255,247,1) E
8 2 (3,3,3) (255,231,2) A
8 3 (1,1,1,1) (255,93,15) A,B
8 3 (3,1,1,1) (255,163,7) E
8 3 (15,1,1,1) (255,247,1) E
8 3 (3,3,1,1) (255,219,3) E
8 3 (3,3,3,1) (255,247,1) D,E
8 4 (l,l,l,l,l) (255,163,7) A,B
8 4 (3,1,1,1,1) (255,219,3) E
8 4 (3,3,1,1,1) (255,247,1) E
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m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
8 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (255,219,3) A,B
8 5 (3,1,1,1,1,1) (255,247,1) E
8 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (255,247,1) A,B
9 0 (1) (511,1,255) A,B
9 0 (7 ) (511,139,36) A
9 1 (1 ,1) (511,10,127) A,B
9 1 (7 ,1) (511,184,31) D,F
9 1 (7 ,7) (511,448,4) A
9 2 (1,1,1) (511,46,63) A,B
9 2 (7,1,1) (511,274,15) F
9 2 (7,7,1) (511,475,3) D,F
9 3 (1,1,1,1) (511,130,31) A,B
9 3 (7,1,1,1) (511,385,7 ) F
9 3 (7,7,1,1) (511,502,1) E
9 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (511,256,15) A,B
9 4 (7,1,1,1,1) (511,466,3) E
9 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (511,382,7) A,B
9 5 (7,1,1,1,1,1) (511,502,1) E
9 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (511,466,3) A,B
9 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (511,502,1) A,B
10 0 (1) (1023,1,511) A,B
10 0 (3) (1023,31,170) A
10 0 (31) (1023,781,16) A
10 1 (1,1) (1023,11,255) A,B
10 1 (3,1) (1023,76,127) D,F
10 1 (31,1) (1023,813,15) D,F
10 1 (3,3) (1023,288,42) A
10 2 (1,1,1) (lO23,56,127) A,B
10 2 (3,1,1) (1023,186,63) F
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m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
10 2 (31,1,1) (1023,893,7) F
10 2 (3,3,1) (1023,438,31) D,F
10 2 (3,3,3) (1023,748,10) A
10 3 (1,1,1,1) (1023,176,63) A,B
10 3 (3 / 1 , l,1) (1023,388,31) F
10 3 (31,1,1,1) (1023,973,3) F
10 3 (3,3,1,1) (1023,648,15) F
10 3 (3,3,3,1) (1023,868,7) D,F
10 3 (3,3,3,3) (1023,988,2) A
10 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (1023,386,31) A,B
10 4 (3,l,l,1,l) (1023,638,15) E
10 4 (31 / l,l,!,l) (1023,1013,1) E
10 4 (3,3,1,1,1) (1023,848,7) E
10 4 (3,3,3,1,1) (1023,968,3) E
10 4 (3,3,3,3,1) (1023,1013,1) D,E
10 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,638,15) A,B
10 5 (3,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,848,7) E
10 5 (3,3,1,1,1,1) (1023,968,3) E
10 5 (3,3,3,1,1,1) (1023,1013,1) E
10 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,848,7) A,B
10 6 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,968,3) E
10 6 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,1013,1) E
10 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (1023,968,3) A,B
10 7 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (lO23,lO13,1) E
10 8 (l,l,I,I,I,l,l,l,l) (1023,1013,1) A,B
11 0 (1) (2047,1,1023) A,B
11 1 (1,1) (2047,12,511) A,B
11 2 (1,1,1) (2047,67,255) A,B
11 3 (1,1,1,1) (2047,232,127) A,B
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m r Nr + l (n,k,tML ) Remarks
11 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (2047,562,63) A,B
11 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (2047,1024,31) A,B
11 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (2047 ,1486 ,15) A,B
11 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (2047,1816,7) A,B
11 8 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (2047,1981,3) A,B
11 9 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (2047,2036,1) A,B
12 0 (1) (4095,1,2047) A,B
12 0 (3 ) (4095,43,682) A
12 0 (7) (4095,406,292) A
12 0 (15 ) (4095,1377,136) A
12 0 (63) (4095,3367,32) A
12 1 (1,1) (4095,13,1023) A,B
12 1 (3 ,1) (4095,119,511) D,F
12 1 (7 ,1) (4095,590,255) D,P
12 1 (15,1) (4095,1568,127) D,F
12 1 (63,1) (4095,3431,31) D,F
12 1 (3,3) (4095,581,170) A
12 1 (15,3) (4095,2306,42) F
12 1 (63,3) (4095,3815,10) F
12 1 (7 ,7) (4095,2585,36) A
12 1 (63,7) (4095,3971,4) E
12 1 (15,15) (4095,3840,8) A
12 2 (1,1,1) (4095,79,511) A,B
12 2 (3,1,1) (4095,329,255) F
12 2 (7,1,1) (4095,980,127) F
12 2 (15,1,1) (4095,2000,63) F
12 2 (63,1,1) (4095,3623,15) F
12 2 (3,3,1) (4095,988,127) D,F
12 2 (15,3,1) (4095,2774,31) F
12 2 (63,3,1) (4095,3879,7) F
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m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
12 2 (7,7,1) (4095,2921,31) D,F
12 2 (63,7,1) (4095,4035,3) F
12 2 (3,3,3) (4095,2122,42) A
12 2 (15,3,3) (4095,3572,10) E
12 2 (63,3,3) (4095,4047 ,2) E
12 2 (15,15,3) (4095,4047,2) E
12 2 (7,7,7) (4095,3971,4) A
12 3 (1,1,1,1) (4095,299,255) A,B
12 3 (3,1,1,1) (4095,806,127) F
12 3 (7,1,1,1) (4095,1652,63) F
12 3 (15,1,1,1) (4095,2666,31) F
12 3 (63,1,1,1) (4095,3863,7) F
12 3 (3,3,1,1) (4095,1660,63) F
12 3 (15,3 t 1,1) (4095,3356,15) F
12 3 (63,3,1,1) (4095,4023,3) F
12 3 (7,7,1,1) (4095,3401,15) F
12 3 (63,7,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 3 (15,15,1,1) (4095,4029,3) p
12 3 (3,3,3,1) (4095,2702,31) D,F
12 3 (15,3,3,1) (4095,3837,7) F
12 3 (63,3,3,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 3 (7,7,7,1) (4095,4035,3) D,~
12 3 (3,3,3,3) ( 4 095 , 3572 ,10 ) A
12 3 (15,3,3,3) (4095,4047,2) E
12 4 (1,1,1,1,1) ( 4 095 , 79 4 , 127 ) A,B
12 4 (3,1,1,1,1) (4095,1588,63) 1:;1
12 4 (7,1,1,1,1) (4095,2534,31) F
12 4 (15,1,1,1,1) (4095,3338,15) F'
12 4 (63,1,1,1,1) (4095,4023,3) F
12 4 (3,3,1,1,1) (4095,2522,31) F
12 4 (15,3,1,1,1) (4095,3801,7) F
32
m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
12 4 (63,3,1,1,1) (4095,4083,l) E
12 4 (7,7,1,1,1) (4095,3809,7) F
12 4 (15,15,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 4 (3,3,3,1,1) (4095,3332,15) F
12 4 (15,3,3,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 4 (7,7,7,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 4 (3,3,3,3,3) (4095,4047,2) A
12 4 (3,3,3,3,1) (4095,3837,7) D,F
12 4 (15,3,3,3,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 4 (3,3,3,3,3) (4095,4047,2) A
12 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,1586,63) A,B
12 5 (3,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,2510,31) E
12 5 (7,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3305,15) F
12 5 (15,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3801,7) F
12 5 (63,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 5 (3,3,1,1,1,1) (4095,3302,15) E
12 5 (15,3,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 5 (7,7,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 5 (3,3,3,1,1,1) (4095,3797,7) E
12 5 (15,3,3,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 5 (3,3,3,3,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 5 (3,3,3,3,3,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,2510,31) A,B
12 6 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3302,15) E
12 6 (7,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3797,7) E
12 6 (15,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 6 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3797,7) E
12 6 (15,3,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
33
m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
12 6 (7,7,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 6 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 6 (3,3,3,3,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3302,15) A,B
12 7 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3797,7) E
12 7 (7,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 7 (15,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 7 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 7 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 8 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,3797,7) A,B
12 8 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) E
12 8 (7,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 8 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) E
12 9 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4017,3) A,B
12 9 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095 ,4083 ,1) E
12 10 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (4095,4083,1) A,B
13 0 (1) (8191,1,4095) A,B
13 1 (1,1) (8191,14,2047) A,B
13 2 (1,1,1) (8191,92,1023) A,B
13 3 (1,1,1,1) (8191,378,511) A,B
13 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (8191,1093,255) A,B
13 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191,2380,127) A,B
13 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191,4096,63) A,B
13 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (81 91 , 5 812 , 31 ) A,B
13 8 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191,7099,15) A,B
13 9 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191, 7814, 7) A,B
13 10 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191,8100,3) A,B
13 11 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (8191,8178,1) A,B
14 a (1) (16383 , 1 ,8191) A,B
34
m r Nr +1 (n, k, t ML ) Remarks
14 0 (3) (16383,57,2730) A
14 a (127 ) (16383,14197,64) A
14 1 (1,1) (16383,15,4095) A,B
14 1 (3,1) (16383,176,2047) D,F
14 1 (127,1) (16383,14325,63) D,F
14 1 (3 ,3) (16383,1072,682) A
14 2 (1,1,1) (16383,106,2047) A,B
14 2 (3,1,1) (16383,540,1023) F
14 2 (127,1,1) (16383,14773,31) F
14 2 (3,3,1) (16383,2017,511) D,F
14 2 (3,3,3) (16383,5351,170) A
14 3 (1,1,1,1) (16383,470,1023) A,B
14 3 (3,1,1,1) (16383,1513,511) F
14 3 (127,1,1,1) (16383,15445,lS) F
14 3 (3,3,1,1) (16383,3783,255) ~
14 3 (3,3,3,1) (16383,7472,127) D,F
14 3 (3,3,3,3) (16383,11728,42) A
14 4 (1,1,1,1,1) (16383,1471,511) A,B
14 4 (3,1,1,1,1) (16383,3487,255) F
14 4 (127,1,1,1,1) (16383,16005,7) F
14 4 (3,3,1,1,1) (16383,6576,127) F
14 4 (3,3,3,1,1) (16383,10216,63) F
14 4 (3,3,3,3,1) (16383,13443,31) D,F
14 4 (3,3,3,3,3) (16383,15473,10) A
14 5 (1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,3473,255) A,B
14 5 (3,l,l,l,l,1) (16383,6478,127) F
14 5 (127,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16285,3) F
14 5 (3,3,1,1,1,1) (16383,9922,63) F
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m r Nr +1 (n,k,tML ) Remarks
14 5 (3,3,3,1,1,1) (16383,12953,31) F
14 5 (3,3,3,3,1,1) (16383,14983,15) F
14 5 (3,3,3,3,3,1) (16383,15984,7) D,F
14 5 (3,3,3,3,3,3) (16383,16320,2) A
14 6 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,6476,127) A,B
14 6 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383 , 9908 , 63) E
14 6 (127,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 6 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,12911,31) E
14 6 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1) (16383,14913,15) E
14 6 (3,3,3,3,1,1,1) (16383,15914,7) E
14 6 (3,3,3,3,3,1,1) (16383,16278,3) E
14 6 (3,3,3,3,3,3,1) (16383,16369,1) D,E
14 7 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,9908,63) A,B
14 7 (3 , l,1,l,1,l,I,1) (16383,12911,31) E
14 7 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,14913,15) E
14 7 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,15914,7) E
14 7 (3,3,3,3,1,1,1,1) (16383,16278,3) E
14 7 (3,3,3,3,3,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 8 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,12911,31) A,B
14 8 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,14913,15) E
14 8 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,15914,7) E
14 8 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16278,3) E
14 8 (3,3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 9 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,14913,15) A,B
14 9 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,15914,7) E
14 9 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16278,3) E
14 9 (3,3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 10 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,15914,7) A,B
14 10 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16278,3) E
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m r Nr +1 (n,k, t ML
) Remarks
14 10 (3,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 11 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16278,3) A,B
14 11 (3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) E
14 12 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (16383,16369,1) A,B
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TABLE II
m nO r N (n,k,tML ) Remarksr
6 3 1 (3) (21,11,2) A
8 3 1 (3) (85,24,10) A
8 3 2 (3,3) (85,68,2) A
9 7 1 (7) (73,45,4) A
10 3 1 (3) (341,45,42) A
10 3 2 (3,3) (341,195,10) A
10 3 3 (3,3,3) (341,315,2) A
12 3 1 (3) (1365,76,170) A
12 7 1 (7 ) (585,184,36) A
12 15 1 (15 ) (273,191,8) A
12 3 2 (3 ,3) (1365,483,42) A
12 7 2 (7,7) (585,520,4) A
12 3 3 (3,3,3) (1365,1063,10) A
12 3 3 (15,3,3) (1365,1328,2) B
12 3 4 (3,3,3,3) (136S,1328,2) A
14 3 1 (3) (5461,119,682) A
14 3 2 (3 ,3) (5461,1064,170) A
14 3 3 (3,3,3) (5461,3185,42) A
14 3 4 (3,3,3,3) (5461,4900,10) A
14 3 5 (3,3,3,3,3) (5461,5411,2) A
15 7 1 (7) (4681,590,292) A
15 31 1 (31) (1057,813,16) A
15 7 2 (7 ,7) (4681,3105,36) A
15 7 3 (7,7,7) (4681,4555,4) A
16 3 1 (3) (21845,176,2730) A
16 15 1 (15 ) (4369,1568,136) A
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m nO r N (n,k,tML ) Remarksr
16 3 2 (3 ,3) (21845,2136,682) A
16 15 2 (15,15) (4369,4112,8) A
16 3 3 (3,3,3) (21845,8536,170) A
16 3 3 (15,3,3) (21845,16628,42) B
16 3 4 (3,3,3,3) (21845,16628,42) A
16 3 4 (15,3,3,3) (21845,20884,10) B
16 3 4 (15,15,3,3) (21845,21780,2) B
16 3 5 (3,3,3,3,3) (21845,20884,10) A
16 3 5 (15,3,3,3,3) (21845,21780,2) B
16 3 6 (3,3,3,3,3,3) (21845,21780,2) A
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